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About This Game

Sci-Fi Cyberpunk Visual Novel based in a future where telepathic powers are common-place. Meet Jackie - a freelance
negotiator who's best friend is a cyber dolphin. Accompany her in an adventure she didn't really ask for. Solve a mystery and

maybe make some new friends along the way.

Crystal Chameleon is a choice based visual novel. Make decisions at various places in the game to proceed in a good or bad
timeline.

Good luck making the right choices ;)

Vysoko Anime Production
* Story and production by Milan Kazarka

* Development by Jeroen van Oosten
* Art and design by Emanuele Arnaldi

* Editing by Daniel Meyer
* Music by Sebastian Bach
* Music by Felix Barbarino

* Music by Mim Rasouli
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Title: Crystal Chameleon
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Milan Kazarka, Jeroen van Oosten
Publisher:
Vysoko Anime Production
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: Recommended

English
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My expectations for the game were low but holy heck. There are a lot of indie games that deserve more attention. This is
definitely not the case. It looks more like a game concept, not a game itself.. My expectations for the game were low but holy
heck. There are a lot of indie games that deserve more attention. This is definitely not the case. It looks more like a game
concept, not a game itself.
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